Shiny jewellery on SIHL MASTERCLASS Metallic Pearl
Photographer Jesper Iversen exhibits jewellery shots at the 27th
"Federation of European Professional Photographers (FEP)
Qualiﬁcations Image review",
in Copenhagen on SIHL MASTERCLASS Metallic Pearl High
Gloss Photo Paper 290 achieving
the title "Qualiﬁed European
Photographer"(QEP).
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see exactly what is going on in the photo. The effects are fan-
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colours, giving them an impressive depth. This is not the only

http://www.sihl-masterclass.de/en/glossy/metalic-pearl-high-

product in the series that have impressed Iversen: "I still print

gloss-photo-paper-290

on SIHL MASTERCLASS papers; alongside the Metallic High
Gloss Photo Paper I have other favourites too."
Let yourself be impressed, especially with the SIHL MASTERCLASS Metallic Pearl High Gloss Photo Paper and order a sample from your local Sihl contact today. Contact Product Manager Carola Bolte, carola.bolte@sihl.de for more product
details.

About Jesper Iversen
Jesper Iversen (born 1959) is a freelance photographer for advertising and industry. He takes photos for Danish, British,
German, and American businesses in Europe, China and South Africa: specialising in shiny objects and jewellery. Since 1982
he has been taking promotional shots for Danish and German jewellery manufacturers. He is the ﬁrst Danish commercial
photographer to have been appointed the title of "Qualiﬁed Master Photographer"(2010) and in 2013 he gained the title
"Qualiﬁed European Photographer".
More information:
www.iversenfoto.dk | www.jesperiversen.com | http://www.europeanphotographers.eu/ | www.sihl-masterclass.com
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